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I have been very fortunate in 14+ years of
working for Fortune 500 companies in a range of
roles from building large regional sales teams as a
Sales Manager, to building Leadership Skills for
thousands of Managers, as Head of Leadership
Development for Google Asia.
During my 10 year tenure at Google I have lived
and breathed the unique experience of how
technology changes industries and how to
navigate that change successfully through your
people. I understand the impact change can have
on people, and know how to take them on a
journey having led strategic initiatives that
involve diversity & inclusion, coaching and
innovation for thousands of people.

@HiamSakakini

/hiamsakakini

/hiam.sakakini

ACTIVITIES
Salesforce, World Tour (Panelist)
Commonwealth Bank, DevX Week
(Speaker)
Miller Heiman Group, Elevate Summit
(Speaker)
UDIA National Congress (Speaker)
Female Entrepreneurs Worlwide,
Hongkong (Speaker)
Sky News (Guest)
Channel 9 News (Guest)

LECTURES
Future of Work
Top 5 Mistakes I've made in Business
Employee Rentention
Diversity in Business
Career Insights from Google

TESTIMONIALS
Hiam was engaged to speak at DevX Week,
part of a virtual development expo that focused
on the skill of learning how to develop yourself.
The theme of the week was a focus on
authentic development goals.
From the initial briefing, it was clear that Hiam
was the perfect fit - inspirational, humble,
motivating, and happy to share her top five
mistakes in recognition that we all learn from
failing. Hiam displayed the perfect balance of
understanding of the brief and the audience,
whilst being authentic to herself.

Adam Miles
Capability Manager (Former), Commonwealth
Bank of Australia

I was privileged to have Hiam speak to students
of HSO Business School in Switzerland on several
occasions on HR best practices. Hiam’s talks
about employee retention, talent management
and staff development were extremely refreshing
with lots of interesting new perspectives for the
final year students. The continued relationship we
have had for over 15 years where we regularly
share and discuss ideas and look for opportunities
to collaborate are truly inspiring. I highly respect
Hiam’s enthusiasm and commitment and her
sense to focus on the "big picture“.

Sue Lüthi
Owner of Birkenvale GmbH, Co-Founder & Head
of Global Skills Alliances Dual Academy

